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INTRODUCTION

Self-pacing requires self-directional,
self-instructional materials. As mentioned
previously this Material is usually packaged in
the form of modules and learning activity
packages. These learning resources generally
follow a common format mentioned briefly in
Module 5. It isimportant that this material be
written such that it will appeal to interest,
needs and learning styles of students. In this
module you will learn to prepare a typical
self-directional, Self-instrUctional module.

DIREC44ONS

Modules 5 & 6 should be completed before
beginning work on this module.

Read the OBJECTIVE. section. If you think
you can accomplish this objective now, turn
to the CHECK-OUT ACTIVITY, page 32
and follow the instructions.

If you'feel you are not able to accomplish this
objective now, look at the LEARNING
ACTIVITIES, this page . Begin the learning
activities and as scion as you feel you are
ready, turn to the /CHECK-OUT ACTIVITY,
page 32, and folloV the instructions.

OBJECTIVES

Given instructional materials developed for
this module, the participant will be able with.
100 percent accuracy, to identify on a
multiple choice test:

1. the components of a typical module

2. guidelins for writing

a. modules in general
b. the introduction
c. the directions
d. the objectives
e. the learning activities,

3. functions of the self-check

4. types of self-checks

:types of instructonal content

appropriate ch out activities

7. appropriate items to be included in the
Instructor's Final Check

8. guidelines for using illustrations

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. READ the Glossary of Terms.

2. CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE by
c9mpleting Self-Check I - Glossary of
Terms for Module Seven.

READ Section I - Format.

(or)

4. READ Section II - Title

(or

CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE by taking
the student SelfCheck I - Selecting A
Title.

6. READ Section III - Introduction.

(or)

.READ Section IV - Direction&

READ Section V - ObjectiV'es.

(or)

READ Section-VI - Learning Activities..

(or)

10: CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE by
performing Student Self-Check II
Selecting Learning Activities.

1.. READ Section VII - Instructional
Content.

(or)
12. READ Section VIII - Student

Self-Check.

(or)



13. READ Section IX Cherk-Out
Activities.

(or).

14. READ Section X Instructor's Final
Checklist.

(or)
15; CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE by

performing the Student Self-Check IV
Preparing the Instructor's Final
Checklist.

16. Turn to the CHECK-OUT ACTIVITY,
p. 32, and fellow the instructions.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS MODULE 7

Check-out activity The perforn4nce a
student must accomplish to prove mastery. It
is often the performance objective when the
actual accomplishment of such objectives are
feasible. At times a speCial
criterion-referenced measure is used when the
performance of the actual objective is not
feasible.

Instructor's final checklist a Biting- of the
major steps involved in the performance of a
task. It sometimes serves as the:performance
standard. It can be used as a diagnostic

-instrument to ,determine the needs for
additional knowledge or training.

Learning Activities selected and planned
. activities or experiences which are made
available to students to help them, master an
`objective or a set of objectives. Such 'activities
May include the full range of Methodology
and media used to enhance or serve as the
delivery system for the chosede-ducational
experiences':

Learning Activity Package self-disectional,
self-instructional materials which contain
provisions for the student to exempt or
test-out on a specified objective or objectives.

, The student is usually direoted to .a variety of
learning activities and to a variety of learnilif
resources to obtain the information needed to
accomplish the specified objectixes. It does
not usually contain, within its covers,
instructional content, but instead refers the
student to such coritetit.

Module self-directional:. self-instructional
materials which contain provisions for the
student to exempt and est-out on a specified
learning objective or objectives. It contains
almost all or all information necessary for the
student to accomplish the objectives
specified, i.e., it is "content complete."

Prerequisites those competencies a student
is expected to demonstrate before he/she
begins to work on a particular instructional
module.

Self-check _ a test, ,usually cognitive,
designed to provide positive reinforcement
and increase student confidence.



SELFCHECK I

Directions: Match the following tams and definitions.

TERMS

C.

d.
e.
f.

Checkout activity
NInstructor's final checklist
Learning activity
Learning activity package
Module
Prerequisites
Self-check

DEFINITIONS

1. a test, usually cognitive, designed to
pr ovid positive reinforcement and
increas l student confidence.

2. th performance a student must
accom rove mastery. It is often
the performance objective when the
actual accomplishment of such
objectives are fersible. At times a special
criterion-referenced measure is used
when the performance of the actual
objective is not feasible.

3. self-directional, self-instructional,
materials which contain provisions for
the student to exempt or test-out on a
specified objective or objectives. The
student is usually directed to a variety of
learning *activities and to a variety of
learning resources... to obtain . the
information iuteded to accomplish the
specified objectives. It does not usually

,--contain, within it's covers, instructional
content, but instead refers the student to
such cOntent

4. those competencies a student is
expected to demonstrate before he/she
begins to work on a particular
instructional, module.

5. a 'listing of the major steps involved in
the performance of a task. It sometimes
serves as the Rerformance standard. It
can be used as a diagnostic instrument
to determine the* need for additional
knowledge or training.

6. se lf- dir ectional, self-instructional
materials which contain provisions fOr
the student to exempt and test-out on a
\specified learning objective or objectives.
'It contains almost all or allinformition
necessary for the student to accOmplish
the objectives jpecified, i.e., it is
"content complete.

selected and planned activities or
experiences which are made available to
students to help them master an
objective or a set of objective& Such
activities may include the full range of
methodology and media used to enhance
or serve as the delivery system for the
chosen educational experiences.

SELF CHECK I

Answer Key



SECTION I

FORMAT

The purpose of developing self-directional,
self-instructional student materials is to
facilitate individual study which in turn
facilitates self-paced instruction. Such
modules usually contain le following
elements:

Title
Introduction
Directions
Objectives
Learning Activities
Instructional Content
Student Self-Checks
Check -Out. Activity
Instuetor's Final Checklist

Modules'are written to be content complete
or self-contained, i.e., all instructional content
needed to achieve the performance objective
are contained within the module. Learning
Activity Packages may be partially
se1f-contained, but refei the student to other
learning resources, e.g:, text books, technical
manuals, A-V programi, or modules.

These modules or learning activity packages
must be as nearly self-directional and
self-instructional as possible. Every effort
must be made to write clearly and with
enough detail that students can achieve the
objective with little or no help from the
instructor.

The following guidelines are suggested by
Fardig:1

When writing to studentyse the
personal term you, not one.-1-
Avoid educational and technical jargon.
Define technical terms when they are
introduced.

Use a minimum of punctuation. Use
capitals and underlining sparingly. .

save them for special occasions.

Use the active rather than the passive
voice. Say. Put the lid back on the jar
right away; not The lid needs to be
placed back on the jar immediately after
the contents are-poured out.

3

Modules are intended to be read and
used by students. Write to the student
and for the student. Say it' simply.

Edit your own work before jou submit
it for typing.

A reference to a book should list the
following: author's last name, title of the
book (underlined), edition (if not the
first), and pages to be read. Do not
include publishing information:

e.g., Crouse, Automotive Mechanics, 5th
edition, pp. 215-222.

If studen e to read a magazine article,
furnish em with the following
informatiOn: author's last name (if
known), title of article (in quotation
marks), name of magazine (underlined),
date of issue (in 'parentheses), pages to
be read.

e.g., Wooten, " A Guide to Furnishings
Conservation," Forecast, (March, 1975),
pp. 26-28.

When you refer the student to another
module in the program, give module
number and title in quotes:

e .g., DAB 51, "Making a / Bite-Wing
Radiograph."

1 Glen E. ,Fardig, Handbook for Development of Vocational Education Modules, Lexington,
KentUcky: Curriculum Development Center for Kentucky, 1975) p. 1 (i.

4



The title should clearly and simply
communicate" the content of the module in as
few words as possible. Usually it consists of
the task statement or an abbreviated task
statement.

The following guidelines in be useful:2

Use the task statement or an abbreviated
task statement as the title

Statethe title in the active form

lige the present participle (ing iOrm of
the verb), e.g., changing spark plugs, not
Change,spark plugs.

Keep the title short

et AvOid.the use of puns

Avoid the use of unnecessary words.
Such words, when used within the
context of the subject for which
modules are being prepared, need not/be
repeated, e.g., cleaning spark plugs
rather than cleaning tractor spark /plugs.

{-i
Use the term student for the learner of
whatever age group. Do not 'Use "pupil"
or "trainee."

Use the term instructor rather than
"teacher."

Videotape is one word. Audiotape is one
word.

Never use sex biased terms.

',ILLUSTRATIONS

SECTION II

TITLE
/1 7

studentS u i g Modules/learning activity
package's iry self -paced program will be

veryinstructor, t be ry important that every
working ly without the aid of the

effort be ma e to provide materials which are
easily Und toOd.

For the rnder of this module the term
Module be used ,exclusively ; hoWever th(

kstudent h uld substitute the term Learning
Activity ckage as appropriate.

/ t /

./Illustrations can be very effectfve in
facilitating student learning. This_is especially
true when complex operations or prpcedures
are to be learned. Illustrations can
communicate- operations which would be
ahnost impossible to destribe in Writing. Since

Adapted from Handboiok for Development of Vocational Education Modules



SELFCHECK U -; Selecting a Title

Using the following performance objectives
taken from VTECS catalogs, select a module
title. Compare your titles with those provided
by the self -check answer key.

Floriculture Workers

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Given an automatic irrigation /system
that is operating well on a ecified
Cycle, reset .the time clocks so'that the
villves will open and close. pro ly fapro

a prescribed new hedtile.
When the control clocks have nireset
and adjusted, the actual cycling, wait not
deviate from the prftaib -1 or desied
cycling schedule -by more than four
Minutes. i

2. Given a designated land area or
greenhciuse plants on which' a . chemical
solution is to be applied, the solutioiri, a
suitable sprayer and the recommended
clothing or other safety/ equipment,
apply the cheitical. All necessary safety
precautions should- be follOwed and the
solution must be applied; at
the recommended rate,: covering the

'plants uniforinly and thornughly.
f ..

. Given designated plants/ rrequiring' hand
irrigation, ,.a reliable soiree of water, a'
garden hose With an atipropriate water
breaker or a sprinkling .an, hand irrigate
the plants. All plants are to receive the
.required amount of water and none are

. to be daMaged -either/ through' rec4iving
tmoedozmuc

if
lie o rfastwashins out the

SELF.CHECK'II

AnsWer Key
urn Puoll

suoRnios pralutaq? StnAiddy

svop aura kplasall



SECTION III

INTRODUCTION

The introduction builds the case for "what"is
to be done. It answers the question "Why am
I learnin. this?" and integrates what has been
learned with what is to be learned U 'also
provides purpose and motivation for :earning.
Finally, thy introduction is built around the
performance objective or task and describes
briefly what will be learned. The following
guidelines for writing an introduction are
suggested by Fardig:3

The introduction should be short,
concise, and succinct. it must be no
longer than 75 to 100 words.

-!

Use short sentences, with no difficult or
unfamiliar terms.

Use .the second person form (e.g., "You
will be learning how to thread the sewing
machine.")

If an unusual technical term appears in
the module title (e.g., "Preparing the
Amalgam'), define the term very briefly
in the introduction.

Resist general, trite statements of
encouragement, such as "Good luck," or
"You can do it!"

EXAMPLES OF INTRODUCTIONS:

TRACTOR MECHANICS

The following introductions were taken from
modules prepared by the Kentucky
Department of Education.

TASK: Servicing a Hydraulic Pump

The hydraulic pump, the most important
part of the hydraulic system, converts
the mechanical force of the engine into
hydraulic fluid power by 'creating a flow
of fluid. 1.12.. fluid moves through the
entire systzta, causing it to operate.
Wiien defects occur in the pump, it is
vitally important that repairs and service
be 'made correctly to insure an'effitient,
reliable system..I.n.this module you
learn to service and repair a designated
hydraulic pilmp.

TASK: Adjusting Valves

After the mechanic has serviced the
valves- and replaced the rocker aria
assembly, clearance' between the valve
stem and tappets must bi adjusted. The
clearance must be properly adjusted to
allow for the expansion of the valve
steins due to extremely high temperature
in the engine. If `the clearance is not
sufficient, the exhaust valves may be
burnt due to the escaping gases.
Improper clearance of the intake valves
may cause the engine to backfire and'
lose powez. In this module you will learn
how to properly adjust the valves.

'Gout of ---"--iceauof Vocational Education, State Department orEdtication and Department of Vocational Ediacias-,. College of
t Education, University of Kentucky.

3 aid., HandbOok for Develo;ament of Vocational Education Modules, p. 15.
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The directions have three major functions:

I. to direct the student to _the Vaud -test(check-out activity or
criterion-reference tneamire) if he/she
feels competent. and ready to perform
the task without further instruction.

SECTION IV

DIRECTIONS

2. to make the student aware
prerequisite modules. Only
modules immediately and
essential to.the successful cotnpletion of
the present module should be listed.

3. to advise the student how to begin the
module.

CHILD CARE

DIRECTIONS:

EXAMPLES OF DIRECTIONS:

TRACTOR MECHANICS

DIRECTIONS:

Before you start to work on this module, be
sure you have completed Module CW-8,
"Punning Dramatic Play Activities." Read the
objectives. If you feel you are already able to
perform these .tasks, read the Check-Out
Activities. Then either arrange with your
instructor to complete the Check-Out
Activities,

Or

If you need to complete the learning activities
in order to be able to do the task, go though
the Learning Activities in the order given\

DIRECTIONS:

Read the objectiv. If you feel you are
already able to perform these tasks, read the
Check-Out Activities. Then arrange with your
instructor to complete the Check-Out
Activities,

or

If you need to complete the learning activities
in order to be able to do the task, go though
the Learning Activities in the order given.

I Tower/ of Bureau of Vocational Education, State Deportnind of Education and DeR

nivernity y.Educatinn;U of ICentuck
. -

Before you start to work on this module, be
sure you have completed Module TM-41,
"Testing the Hydraulic System," and Meade
TM-42, "Maintainy: ig Fluid in the Hydraulic
System.'

If you have completed these modules_ read
the objective below. If you think that are
already\ able to perform the task, read the
Check-Out Activity on the back cover. Then
either arrange with your instructor, about
doing the Check-Out Activity,

or

If you need to complete learning activities iii
order to be able to do the task, turn to p. 2
and go though the Learning Activities in the
order given.

net of Vocatiored Education, College

4 Ibid. Handbook for Development o



SECTION V

OBJECI1VIE.4

Modules may contain only one perfonnmsce
objective or several. Generally "caking,
experience has shown that it is best to k
the number of objectives within
module as low as csimilde, pref o
Students Re to finish the module the
clan: period. Modules containing several
objectives tend to become complex. Also,
including several objectives in one module
sometimes requkes die student to have access
to several items of equipmen at` once.i.....;
Performance Ojectives_ and
criterion-referenced 4nessures are very similar.
Sometimes they- may be, used
interchangeably. The omiance oksceive
shown in the example ow can also he used
n a criterion-reference immure. This is
'because the objective is written in Such
explicit detail that a student knows not o
what the objeitive is but also how:helshe
grested and how well he/she must perform

Sometimes, however, thi,- performance
objective and criterion-referenced measure
will be stated differently. This is because it
may not always be possible f',.. a student to
perform the actual tasks. It may be necessary
as a practical matter to use a simulation. In
suck easel the objective may not change, but
the learning activities and testing may be by
simulation. For example, the objective may
involve painting a tractor, but it may not be
feasible to provide each shident in a clatis`iir

15 students with i tractor. Some, sort of
' simulation activity t be substituted

which would allow- .nts to develop the
skills required without actually painting real
tractors. in such cases the 'criterion-referenced
nieasuie would be written differently from
the performance objective.

Since students should be made aware of the
test, to be used to measure their performance
prior to beginning the module _ the
criterion-referenced measure should b' aced
at the front of the modida.
developed in the future will reflect this
change. In cases where the performance
objective can be used as the

° criterion-referenced measure, there wilt be
no separate statement of he*,
criterion-refereneed . measure. When
performance of the objective is not feasible LY

and a simulation omit be used , or if the
perform:ince objectiye does not specify in
sufficient detail therconilitions-for
criterion-referenced measure wilt-- be stated
separately.

r -
In some cases the performance objectives
not describe in detail the performance
required but will refer, to the instractor's.
checklist for such standards. in
separate statement of the-criterinn .

measure is mot -.needed. See example
Child Care. Note the reference to
Checklist for standards.

TRACTOIt MECHANICS

OBJECTIVES:

OBJECTIVE:

Given three grou of children at separate
times and an play area, crganke and

one outdoor play activity
for each group. Each activity must be
orgriliejit and guided in' accordance with the
inignietbei ithecldist, and each le
item, on the checklist must fully

'accuse

- '-:;
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LEARMii6Acinvrrits . 'i
.

8. with the cognitive (understa' ding)"
type activities- (reading, viewing,
listening, etc.) and proceed to ' the
psychomotor (skill) type activities.

lietiiities are the. "%cart" of the
The artful 'citation of these'

*tildes Will tly enhance the chances of
sutietasfulatu t motivation and learning.' So
it ris here thit-all of the thoughts and talents
of the teacher al7rpi vot'essional are brought into

PlaY
1

When the ,N-TECS catalogs are available, the
performance' guides will'sometimesi proVide an
adequate starting point for selecteig learning
activities appropriate for the 'performance
objectlyea. However, performance guides are
the major Steps in, the ii0Oni-plisitenent of the

They imply *Mfictional Content,
"do not 0)ecify the .most. efficient,.

effetivsc or Motivational learning activities
teary for student learning. in 'other
word perforance guides may toine4loser
to. the major steps of. thtpkodess or
what is to lie. taught, they do not spec * how
to leech* '

The activitieiselecteAl by the leacher must:

I. be Mfficiently comprehenstve to provide
all ' information , for the
pedormince-Of the task or co

be eonciae . enough to assure the
elimination of irrelevant or extraneous
znateriid.

.3. provide- a variety of optional or
-alternative *riling .experiences, - i.e.,

. reading, practichig,-Iciiniaig a *mission
group, solving preiblems, :role playing,
viewrig or listening to audio visuals,
joining a group fora lecture or field. trip,

...provide alternative reading resources for
1. the slaw and fast learner.

5. provide' self-check activities to allow the
student to /cheek on his/her progress
tOivard final mastery.

6., be clearly.stated.

74. In; in-an ordered sevence which directs
the student through the varkitis

mediii and laboratory
experiences toward 11111Stery of the: task.

aftNs**#
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EXAMPLE OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

MECHANICS)

LEARNING A

1 READ Fim4amentals of .§eriki Engines
(John. Deere Company), Chapter 2, pp.-A

30 43.
(or)

READINSTRUCTIONS'A, REMOVIN
AND' CLEANING THE PISTON
:ASSEMBLY AND-4CYLINDER,S;
INSTRUCTIONS.13, MEASURING 'THE
PISTON RING END GAP AND' PISTON:
RING. LAND CLEARANCEkk and
INSTRUCTIONS C,, REPIAGING
PISTON RINGS .AND''. INSTALLING)

.

THE PISTON ASSEMBLY.

:11

C:BEEOK YOUR KNOWLEDGE of
p- istron assenibly -byy do" Stude
Self-Check, FERVICING THE "PISTO
ASSEMBLY:

4 STUDY the section on servicing the
piiton assembly in the manufacturer'sl
service manual for the designated'
tractor.
(or)

oBaravE another student is , he/elie
satisfactofily 'perfOrmi and is checked ,

out 0014i module
(or)

PIL A CTWE e,moving,
..----...

`cleaning,aning,
measuring and refilackng in the
piston assembly and ins 411ing iston
asaembly back into 'the tractor _Follow
the -2_4procedure Outlin dpi

INSTRUCTIONS A:
7

ARRANGE with .yeur
complete this module :II
the CHECKOUT ACTI
*IA* cover.

.

pc'stiorpi &b ca ion, State Depotinnit of EtioCntjon and DOW/Omit of ViiiiiieWduention, WI

<!: r* t . 11..4 -.1



(BOOKKEEPING)
k

1. Read Instruction Sheet I entitled "A Quick Review of How to Set up Tabular Materials." You,
may already know all of the information presented on this instruction sheet

, --
Read Instruction Sheet II entitled "Rough Draft/aid Proofreading Symbols." You will need to
know these symbols\in order to interpret what is meant on the rough copies you will be

. /typing.

Student Self-Check I gives you an or/artunity to put the information given, in Instruction
1

Sheets I and' 11 to use by actually typ'ng a business report from rough draft copy. This will not
be graded. ' 7 t

is.-----Student Checklist I will allow you to evaluate your Own paper once you have typed it and are
satisfied-withhe results. By goirig over each item on the ehecldist, you will be able tote
whether your w ,ic,isjscceptable.

Student Self-Check II gives-7.you smother opportunity to type a tabular business report
rough draft copy. This Self Check will nsOfbegr caec_L,

. The Checklist for Student Self-Check II will allow, ou to evaluate your own pappr.asiY0,4
M Learning Activity 4. You will determine for yOirself.whithei zitmr--10;Lik\is -aeireptallf
you believe that you need additional practice in typing tabulated mitteriali,'aak/our,inft4tor
for suggestions. If you Performed acceptably on the tabulated materials-yonstyPeitAllshould-

- be ready to take the Post-Test. \
. 'Notify your instructor -when you are ready to begin the Check-Out Activities;When youhave

completed the two problems m the Check -Out Activities, turn your work in to yourinstrtictdi
who will evaluate it for you.

SUGGESTIONS FOR LEARNING
ACTIVITIES: 5

The following section describes a number of
kinds of leaning .activities that are suitable
for use in individualized,--fiustriletional
modules c' Some irPegific exit mples ar& also
given. These suggestiOnt are not_ine6t to be

but are 'presented to stimulate
the .module -writera'' own Creative thinking.

1. Readinsal -xtbcyrkir-of short,
relPialit sections dealing specifically with
the knowledge required to reach the

e. This may he a single reference
or may be given as alternative references
from different bookk)

,Handbook for Development of Vocational Education Modules. pp. 31-34.

2. Examination- or data-gathering, lrick,
standard: reference 'lloOlt440;
vocational fie -"14jaJdbook, graphic 11Ltandlif '

Reference Manal for SoffieelFersorme

3. Completion! of a ',aeCtiOW..
programmed text or other, programmed!:
materiaL

4. Reading of iiitoecia materials available,in
the school library boOlcs,

sencyclolii;dia articles, periodical artieles
from bound volumes, etc).

5. Solving of practice Problems in the slcills
component (coputational problems,
exercises; etc.).



. ;Viewing or listening to individualized
audio or auclio-visual materials (e.gs,
s lid e-t a pee, audio tapes, filmstrips,
illtistrations,*modeb,mock-ups).

7. Observing or operating models,
mock-ups or dummy set-ups to gain
understandings of mechanisms or
operating controls (e.g., plastic mock
PBX board, rotary engine, set-up of
electrical circuit, practice key board).

8. Role-playing of performance in a.

simulated situation, Students may take
the 'principal role of the practitioner or
the participating role of the customer,
the assistant, the audience, etc. These
should be final learning activities.

9. Real -fife performances, where the
students function for short pericds_ of
time, under cdntrolled conditions in an
actual work wituation,, or a situation, yery,
Close to , real (e.g., conduCting a

o -readinglktiine at a child-care center,
up,` equipment in a surveying

team): These also should be anal ,.
l'earnineadtiirfties.

. .

'10. Ob- .' the skilled vocational worker
-uf. areal work situation. Thisahould be
done -witlispecific goals in "mind,mind usually
with 'some form of guide, observation
instrument, or report form which will
give structure and point to the
observationperiod.

11. *icieotipmg of student perform ce, to
',be ' viewed- an4- used by the -stu ent to

ate and iinprove his,perfor ance.

t 2. SiiinitationeXimiences, where a ,ituderit
1..gtietr-s thibug,h a dry run" of `thy
lierf:Orinance 4,,with'. the 'conditions
'Controlled and consequences minimized.
tide Studies".-in which students write
theiereactione.and responses to' the given
-situation are also Considered/simulation
experiences (e.g.., working /With dummy
patie*t -in health. care; ctintodel head in
cosmetology; disass'embling and
assembling a non-funtioning aircraft
.engine).

.,...... .

13. Small-group experiences, when students
at closely related points of achievement
can get together to discuss, plan, or
`evaluate their work (e.g., discuss results
of observation, plan for role-playing
sessions, evaluate the Instructional value
of their activities).

14. Instructor demonstration of an
operation. There may be instructional
situations in which the only soltition is
for the instructor to personally flierform
the operation and describeit as students,
observe. Usually thiewill need to be on
an individual basis,. but sometimes may
be possible fot sinall groups or even the
total group.

15. ,'Guest speakers-or outside experts: These
classroom. experiences -may be listed in
an appropriate module and may be
scheduled by the teacher at a time when
many 'students are . ready for the
experience. Ustially the nature of the_...----H-7`
topic ie such that the itA_Iol_e_group---ein

iseitefik-even-thouglrthey _may not be at
that exact paint in their learning.

16. Production or construction of projecti
or services.' These must directly.'
contribute to the objeCtitre and,
therefore, must be ctirefully designed
and assigned; -limited in scope, and
require a specific amount of time (e.g.,
do a complete,- manicure on a fellow
student; construct a W truss; make
working drawings of a floating footing;
Mike a skirt with zipper; decorate a cake
with icing).

17. Problem-solving . activities. Some
objectives may . require solving the
problem involved in given situations.
These may be relatively Short-

experiences (e.g., prepare a luncheon
'menu for a particular group) or quite
long-term jobs (e.g., design a vacation
cottage for --a fancily of 1 four in a
mountain settini.kis very important in
proble m-salving activities that the
student, is known to possess the requisite
skills, that he/she has access to the
information

and
to ,,,splve the

problem, and that the problem not go
beyond -the performance objective.

O



'Skilli practice exercises: Some Ailed
\operations May require ihat,te student

of only be able to, perfqrm. them
correctly once, btitthat he/she be able to do
thein, smoothly and flawle'sslY every
time. \Learning activities may therefore
specify practice periods in terms of time,
number ' of repeated experiences, or
quantity of production (e.g., make welds
without a rod for two hours; produce
ten perfect button holes, take dictation
in shorthand).

19. Memorization. The performance
objective may require or stiggest that the
student- can best function if he/she has
committed. -same information -to
memory _'ihis_r&-a--iegitintate learning

( memorize the table --of
*C measures, memorize, the Gregg

characters,. memorize the fomula for
lathe 'Speeds, memorize a list Of -technicsd
terms).

m wi

equipment an procesies ti'ave hun
observe thesoresults and report or "u`
them in someway.

24. Writing of technical, reports, reactions to
case studies, reports for class discussion,
etc: This activity may be 'parti'cularly
valuable in the 'technical areas.

25. Preparing visual materials.. \ 'Gather ,

information and ..'prttodiee.':-'
schemitic
teivoge -hie Oki*" '.).;44-kb
gra sobitiOna,' atittitCW7r
sty
sketches. Activities o
usually
variety to
tend to reinforce

26. Planning . exfierieir
.objectives ina 120. Collecting 'activities.' Some ormance

objectives may.. be 'reach asking
students to gather and collect ;real

7 \ ',4jeCts'.; as to became familiar with
e

may
oun 'a collection , of

metal itatitter -

n street games,
,newSpaper classified ads).

Staled-down erformance. If the real
p ormance in physical size,
complex because of the nullifier of
participants, Or consumes a cittantitY. of
e x ensiire , materials, a limited`

'Or-Mance: 4 aealed-down situation

.
ttudeot.Obetter :chance of

g idence or success ,and, may
ogre and

simples of scaled pint \
en are: teach an outdoor game

to i*"'OiT: en,: Coinitruct scale
of a :construction, lay out
an irrigittiOn system on-if laud Contour
nieidel,:bitild a corner of a block wall.)

2. Reading 'of, , the Instruction Sheets
ecifi repared for the modide.

concise statements of, very
relevain orinatiOithat is geared' to the

ueitt's level :arid' available from, no
othea' convenient source.

as
of es;

Callii011111v,

27. Critique or eitthiafiOn-eit
these; the student is ; asked
evaluate an '-eXimple of
product or service, or :to
analysis of 'a performance o

e.eva

4,7,; *7.

writtCirl're. 06. it; of oral tip0-4.-
.

k 28. Coopera.ave, ;experiences
T "houg

two O-more
in a -,1e4
occupational
and roper` tor
to incorPorette., tl
involve heavy
production...tee n
interaction, Or that r
teath approach in tikki;.:OC pati
places , Where, ,teio-eriitlie, -.a
experiences are applic 1 .

13



SELF -Cl EC:K III --, Selecting Learning Aitiviteeli
e

The ollowing pages are taken from
Child- are Worker, Module 19. You are given

the ti e, introduction, directions, objective
and ver illustration. Write the six learning
activities using the following hints.

HINT

A liprehensive textbook by Todd and
Heffe The Years Before School, gives
exec lent . background-, information for
org i i and gui&rig oitiddor play activities
on s 234 242. Bakef and Fane's book,
Un rstanding -and Guiding Young Children,
also contains practical information on pages
139 153.

A mprehensive filmstrip/tape pesentation-
"Gt 'ding Outdoor Play Activities," is available.

+:.

Instruction Sheets are needed assign
e ,titles to each A. Self-Check is

ed ri:guidance techniques.

n .coMpletiorCOAck the follovikg pages
the learning itetivifieirfor Module I9..

mpare your responses to thOse given' in
dule 19.

. .14

17



.1,ACIW/1.111, 11,11.1611CMUMIIZIA 4../Gall I I /afF, ni.sa .aws,wer var.. sasases..

ORGANIZING AND GUIDING OUTDOOR
PLAY ACTIVITIES

.

IN TRODU ION:

As a child-care worker you will be called upon
to give outdoor play activities. In this. module
you ,will -learn how to encourage both
individual and group participation; provide
i nd iv id ual attention; choose,. 'arrange,
improvise and evaluate play materials; use .

positive gtridance techniques; and use safety
procedures when guiding outdoqr, play
activities. .°

DIR.ECTIONS:

Before you start to 'work on' this module, be
sure you have completed Module CW:16,
"PIaimingputdoor Play Activities."

If you have completed this module, read the
objective. If you think that you are alireafly
able to perform this task, read the Check=011t
4ctivity. Then .1 either arrange with ; your

iustructor about doing the Che
Activity,,

or

If yOu need to complete learn'mg activities' n
order to be able to do the Wk; go through
the Learning ActWities in the order given.

tr!
OBJECTIVE:

Given three' gotips of children at separate
' times and an mitdoor play area, organize and
guide one appropriate outdoorllay activity
.forf, each group. Each activity mist, be
organized apt, guided in-accordance,with the
Instructor's Checklist, and each applicable
item on the checklist must be fully
accomplished::

l
r.

Education, State Department of Education and Department of Vocational Filtration, collcg;. of

ttetii6 a:4



ARNING'ACTIVITiES: 

Ur. t. KNMER. 
to 

CEfEttiNI 

Sheet II, GUIDING 
00,11-P r`r 

GE. with your -instructor to 
complete flue mochile by gokag through 

the Check.Out Activiri ' . 
,$1 

autinv - 
In 313 MEID'4136. 
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INsTauctioNALtoNTEN't

As mentioned earlier, modules are
self-contained, i.e, they include all of the
Procedtire and information within the module
itself. Learning Aciivity Packages simply refer
the student to other sources of procedures or
in Irritation. Sometimes. 'Learning Activity
Packages are pt. tialiy self-contaMed in that
some procedures and some information is
provided,but the student is also referred to
other sources. When instructional cortent
(procedures or information) is providerwith
the modide, it.usually takes the 'general form
of: '' I
1. a set of steps or proceduresusually

amplification of the parfcirmance guides.

"k 2. information needed: or decision Malang.

-..., .. 3. information needed to provide essential.. understanding (cognitive knowledge)
(theory)

4.. safety precautions

Fardig? ;tlitggest d the follOiving formats
-''fitlitahle foror ling content in modules:

t 'Sheet, This ',form of
is' ''''''''''ed , to give
cifcations for doing a

work or 'a job. It may
written directions, or a

t'

Work sheet. .This is a printed forin o,bef
in by the student in the procesi ofia
data, perforining a job, or soling pro

Instructional Contdnt to be in eluded in the
module shou!.d be mitten clearly land
concisely. Most of such content will be
written pre. scritively or descri 1ivel
(cookbook style), since objectives
on perfor ce .'of
format based :on
from the
the t; be ex
very little help frOM
ingiuttions must be: easi
the reading leVel. la, .en
reader. Tett the 'mate.
before using it With-. the.
feasible: Use : sketches and .11111 at
generauSly. Above all, keep instru ti
content simple.

See the examples

wor Wing, o both.

Operation sheet.
instruction in a .
that requires some s
Of ifie student::'
operatiOtiOnifOlired.in

I formation 'Sheet.
10042.40.4 - sped

Obtain, or neeessary

his is a sheet giving
e operation or process
ecial knowledge `or skill

ere may be several
fly given job. i

is provided to furnish
informationspecial
obscure, difficult to

e close at hand.

t sheet., This
o be solved,,

tions to

aandbook for Development of Vocational Education Moittles, pp. 45 :-46.

ay be a sheet of
questions to be-
made, orVats to
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Sales InvoicesWhat are They?

Sales invoices are itemized bills of sale for goods that have been ordered. They are usually typed on
a prepared form and look similar to the one shown below.

11- \I-0U COMPANY '(vendors name) \

INVOICE NO. 4113
*

Y-0U Company (purchaser's name) \
710 S. Main St.

RATE:' :tune 121, 19 T *
\ PURCHASE ORDER NO 9240** I ,

Akron, 011 44300. , m. / SHIPPEDVIA , S .***

123 N. Main
Akton, OH .44304

n/30,, (net due in 30 days)

'e#iiisrie#

quantity x,
unit price

*Ulk current date
**Obtain from purchase order

**"HoW gOods w e sent (United Parcel Seivice)



-Instruction Sheet I

SANITATION PROCEDURES

As you know, diseases can be passed from one
person to another. When handling dishes and
utensils in the food-service area of a child-care, )
center, Wig especially impqrtaut that you

personal hygienkto protect the

Instruction Sheet II

SANITATION PRACTICES TO flE USEI
WHEN SETTING A TABLE

Wash gild sanitize 'table tops before setting the:
table. This can be dorie by a sarntiz&
(chemi

(7&
clam

ways , eb-dat with cir bath
and esn,#,:t4finiterdii*wita,
gpron: en working 1,ft food

rnetror cap to prevertt
your

y cut Neier wear
ervreparing food.

e or 'se

lit:Ableacc as °HaPigios,w,v0,-----,
watait.

en

Haig raniea

-EVerything that touches
of *du* In order r to . tar

.:13 Ca ei17113 0 MI*
&seri.



47.1"'47

In adjusting the voltage regulator using the
fixed-resistance method, the following
groceflum shOtdd be used:

.

1. Consult the manufacturer's servicermanual for pettinent specifications and
prPtedur:

le?), ifc down until
about 'OritfOurth = fiforiite.d,1
Then increase: speed and ,-t

reading.

b. Cycle the generator by inserting a
variable resistance into the field
circuit. Slowly increase resistance
until voltage drops to about
one-fourth of rated value. Decrease
the resistance and note.the'voltage
reading.

is

ADJUSTING SCREW
(Tern To Most Soling) ,

tv

JYZ

Figure 3. Voltage SO,

Vohnieter- from the &lite/

etitOr by one:. or two.



I e

The child from 2 to 3 years of age

Is in the.manipulative or sciibbling stage.

Uses large movements (puts whole body/into
using: brushes and. making wide movements).

Tea
. 1 ti`orknized design (envoys seeing bright

orsappeir on the paper).

crriments (likes to, paint one color ..cl top
inOther). ti

Has ideas to express and works toward
symbols to express them. (Now makes a sun
with rays, a chimney with soke.)

Moves from vnreicOgnizable tots!, to
recognizable ones. (You can really ili7e-':-that
the child has drawn a dog without haying to
ask about it indirectly,.)

mall muscles.

in.inczeased awareness of touch and
certo fingerpaint and play with clay).

ev color with crayons and draw Simple

is more familiar with teriala
v i'1

Continue& . to and feel as important
aspeZts of leaining.. '06

__

in small groups,



I is

and
tom-uchhe

cognitive knowledge (understanding);
Students can easily 1)-. me tot if

A self-checks are not used to gin arairsice.
Most . self-checks are of the cognitive type
since the terminal (final task) in a

is nearly always
-

Student Self-Checks are Usually writterin the
foirrm of a multiple-choice, matching, or
completion ?type test. However, almost any
type of test could be used, including essay or
problem-solving types.

Correct responses shOuld always be provided
#eskt Such answers are often

4,invi on the .pap to
t from *item's% the

to reiyond.
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, 5vt01-5.1--,7t,'

4,=;-:,

Answer the following:

1. Hydraulic pumps convert, force into power.

2. A hydraulic pturalitsvatis flow, not pretnure. (True or False)

3. Hydraulic pumps work on a principle called displarAment. The two types of displacement are

N.4

& Which type of displacement is used in odem figidrattlic pumps?
'why?

'

54 The three 'types of hydraulic pumPs and 4

_ . .6. What are the differences between an external gear pump and an internal gear punip?

7. Label tile following sketches as to wtiother thtiy are balanced:or Unbalanced vane
, , ,

. - - - . . . ,

VANE ...

,J
-1-.': ........"'"'" ''""-....,...., 707 33 ::.00 IL: ET_.

,,',.
1 ,?',.4,-L-,,-- ,,, i. -,,,,, w,:,,:.

1.4,,,,,

-,,,,,,,.

.--,,c:
*.7'.

...

1

ir
.A

OUTLFI PORT

04147:1`;

.

10. -kV--

,
s,3373'

,` 3

41.
`kX



Module TM-43

Student SelfCheck I

(Continued)

8. If the pistons of a piston pump are mounted in lines parallel with the pump axle, it is
piston pump.

9. If the pistons of 'a .piitton pump are set perpendicular -ito the pump's center, it 17
piston pump.

10. The swashplate in a'piston pump cane stationary or movable. (True or Palm)

Compare your answbrs with the correct responses at the bottom of this page. Review anymcorrect
answers beforecgoing on to the next Learning Activity.

°m1, '0
dumd noundismtra
dtund shoisldpqnv

06,1PEI

119114° 4x19 114* yenta nirouoingod gar41.0An 11
moo otp opt* pattamsoct Quoweal: o



EXAMPLE OF SELF CHECK

Student Self-Check II

Module CW-17

CARING FOR PETS AND PLANTS
(Child-Care)

't'ruer-False Questions

Directions: Place a "T" in the blanks to the left of ,the questions you consider to be true and an
"F" in the 'blanks to the left of the questiOns you consider to be false. Then compare your answers
with those at the bottom of the page.

1. Canaries are-excellent pets for children to handle.

2: Canaries shOuld be kept where temperatures are beloW60 degrees F.
. (15.6 degrees C)

3. j chameleon is a kind of bird.

4: Fish should be kept in a terrarium.

5. A balanced aquatint.' has the correct number of fish and the correct, number of
plants to use the ol:ygen and carbon dioxide produced.

6. Meal worms can be grown at home by placing layers of oatmeal separated by layers'
of burlap in a glass container.

7. If the upper tin is down flat on the fish's back, it may be sick.

8. A sick fish should be taken out of the tank and put into water which has had 1/2 of
an aspirin dissolved in it

0 Green water and scum on the glass means there are too many fish and/or too much
food in the tank.

10. Fish should be fed a little raw meat every two weeks.

11. Guinea pig, cages should have paper liners in'the boftom that can be changed dflly.

12. Frogs should be kept in a terrarium where there is both land and water.

13. Turtles should-be put in fish tanks with fish.

14, Rabbit pellets mixed with water make a balanced diet for guinea pigs.

15. Most plants need watering twice a week. Answers:

2n1,1,
orj,
9



*SECTION IX

CHECKOUT ACTIVITIES

The check-out ..acitivities are o the
criterion-referenced measures, which are listed
in the OBJECTIVE section.
Performance -based education requires that
the evaluation be based on
criterion-referenced measures. Therefore, the
final test must be a criteriomieferenced

. measure. These measures may be taken from a
V-TECS Catalog, if' appropriate, or prepared
in ,accordance with the concept given` -in

'Module 2. ,

A brief set of directions are provided which
tells the student. what instruments
procedures will, be used to tate his/her
(performance (usually this is an Instructor's
Filial Checklist). The student should be told

evaluatedhow he/she will be eValusted and redirected
to the OBJECTIVE section.

. .

The relationship between the Fierformance
objective, the 'criterion-referenced measure,
-the instructor's final checklist and the
check -out iictivities.is undoubtedly confusing.
In simpler terms, the check-otit activities are
the' criterionrefarenced measures and the
criterion-teferenced measures are sometimes
the same as the performance, objectives, but
often *heed to be more explicitly stated,
especially the performance standards
component of. the objectives. Anil. this is
Where the instructor's final checldist.f'_ts in. It
provides a more detailed step-by-step (or
process) evaluation of the task performance:

The instructor may need to be present to
observe some of the more critical steps of the
checkeut Eictidities. Such- steps must be
identified and libeled' (tidally with an
asterisk) on the instructor's final checklist so
that the student can notify the instructor that
his/her help is needed.

See how these are labeled on the _Instructor's
Final Cheeklist shown on page29,.



EXAMPLE STATEMENT

Qom

CheckOutk-Out Activity

The statement below qcplains the activities you must be able to complete in order to finish this
module. As you go through each activity, your instructor will rate your performance using the
Instructor's Final Checklist, SHARPENING TWIST DRILLS AND AUGER BITS.

Go to the tool room and draw a grinding gauge, ahaff-round file, an auger bit file, &dull twist drill
bit and a dull auger bit. Then inform your instructor that you are ready to be tested; he/she will
assign you to a grinder. Sharpen the bits according to the specifications listed in the Instructor's
Final Checklist, page 14. When you are satisfied that you have completed the task properly, take
the bits (and the grinding gauge) to your instructor to be- graded. . ,

y.



SECTION 'X

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST

The Instructor's Final Checl&st is a necessary
part of each module. It allows the instructor
to evaluate each stage of the performance

*(sometimes called process' evaluation) as well
as the final. product (sometiines ailed
product evaluation). Both types of evaluation
are usually meaningfuL It is usually not,
enough =to evaluate only the final product,
e.g., if a student presents a painted car door
to the instructor after it is painted, the
instructor' ban only evaluate the final product
or how well the paint job appears to have
been done. If process evaluation is used, the
instructor might have evaluated ormance
at each stage, eIg, at the primer stage after
the first coat, etc.

The checklist can usually be taken directly
from the performance guide section of the
Y TECS catalog: This is true because usually
the performance guides are a listing of 'the
major performance steps-and each step makes
a logical Checkpoint

The format of the checklist should include
directions and-four coltimn chart. Columns to
be checked usually include four categories: 1)
Not Applicable, 2)' Not Accomplished, 3)
Partially Accomplished, and 4) Fully
Accomplished. The title should always be the
same as that of the module itself. Items listed
on the cbecidl t should be Written in the past
tense, e.g., installed the spark plug. The final
determinatiOn is either .accomplished or..not

.5>
accomplished. 'Entries 2 and 3 are used for
advising/ the_ 'on remedial learning
activities 'prior to attempting the
criteAon-referenced measure again. If the
student* can not accomplish the objective,
t en the sheet is maintained in 'the

structor's file. If all points' are N/A or
27(accomplished, then the fact is recorded on the

student's Record Card and Wall Chart.
C.1

As mentioned in the preceding section, some
items in the Instructor's Fin4 Checklist will
rtquire the presence- of the instructor at
critical points to observe student
,p*Ormance. These points will be labeled
-with an, asterisk.

See Module 6 for ft more detailed discussion
of the Instructor's' Final Checklist.'

See the example 'given on page 29.

a



: EXAMPLE OF INSTRUCTOR'SFINAL CHECKLIST

LP
Student

Date

' SHARPENING TWIST DRILLS AND AUGER BITS

.;-, Instruttor's Final Checklist

Check the student's performance in the followinjelements of
shariening twist and auger bits. 3

Place an X in the appropriate bin indica $ not
accomplished, partially, accomplished, or fullyaccom plished.
If, because of special circumstarites,. the item was impossible
to complete; place an X in the "Not Applicable" box:

Performance Level: All items must receive a rating of FULLY
ACCOMPLISHED (or Not Applicable). If any itemare rated
Not Accomplished ot Partia' yc. Accompllshed, the student
slid instructor will discuss this and decide which learning
activities must be repeated.

y

In the process Of simpering twist drills, thes

.
student:

1

Student
Performance

.,

I
it 4+ §0z4

.

04 4t w44 .5.

71-'
a. Followedidl safety precautions .for the grinder. . . . [ ] [ [ [ 3 [ 1

b. Ground the cutting lips of theztwist drill to
form an angle of 118° -(± 3°) . . . . ... .. . . I I [ l I l 1 l

c. Obtlined a clearance angle on drill bit that
was 12° (± 3°) . ... , .. ., . . . . ., . . . I l . I- l I l , I l -

d. Produced a twist drill that did not show
evidence of overheating .? El El El

In the process of sharpening auger bits, tie student:

a. Filed the lip clearance angle to 10° - 15°

b. Filed the cutting angle to 45° (± 3°)

"Notify your instructor at this paint.
,

of Education and Deortment of V



SELF-CHECK IV
PREPARING THE INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST

40$

Below is a peiformance guide from the Auto Parts Clerk Catalog. It is taken from the duty area
entitled, "Performing ,Housekeeping Duties." The task is shown below. The this information to
create an acceptable Instructor's Checklist. Upon completion, compare your checklist with the
Answer Key.

.s

Duty: PERFORMING. HOUSEKEEPING DUTIES

Task: Dust, Clean, Sweep

Performance Objective

Given the necessary custodial supplies and equipment, perfOrM
houiekeeping and custodial tasks required fdithe store; performandt:
will be rated acCeptable when all items on the:c klist give been
rated /'acceptable. (I)

r.

Criterion-Referenced. Measure

Select tht proper cleanineUtensils and suppl'es and perform the j:

required. housekeeping and custodial tasks.

erformanceGuide .

1. Select appropriate cleaning utensils and supplies.
2. "Dust counter, shelves, bins, and displays.
3. Straighten finder counter -shelves.
4. Sweep fleors.
5. Remove grease and oil spots from counter, floor, doors and

windows.
Dispose of all trash and debris.

7. Replace cleaning utensils.

111,^;i11



p Student* 

Date 

Tnstructor's Finardecldist 

Check the student's performance in ,the following elements of 
Dusting, %ming: S 

X ' n a . 

box inc.lica 

co or P1137 acc4111 
'of f 'stem was . 

Clete, P ceMiPin PPlicable" 
4 

ormance Level: All items must receive a rating of FULLY 
COMP (or Not Ap licable). If any items are rated 

ccoin r y Accomplished, the student 
instructor will digitise this and decide which 'learning 

activities' must be repeated. 

ACTIVITY 

Selected appropriate cleaning utefisils 
and cupplie.s fur the task. 

' 

, 

. 
Dusted counter, shelves, bins, -; and displays. - 

3. Straightened under-counter shelves. 

.4. Swept floors. 

5. Removed grease and 'oil 'pots from 
counter, floor, doors and windows. 

6. Disposed of all trash and debris. 

7. Replaced cleaning utensils and supplies. 
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CHECKOUT ACTIVITIES

Inform your instructor that you are ready to be tested. You will be provided With a copy of a

multiple ice test and an answer sheet. Record your answers on the answer sheet and return; both

the test the aniiwer, sheet to the instructor.
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